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Preface
Welcome to TrailHead Books™. When I first became involved in
professional camping as a summer counselor in 1970, camp
management was facilitated largely with manual typewriters and
a second hand mimeo duplicator. Reservations, communication,
filing, and bookkeeping were done by hand.
In 1987 when I first became a camping executive, desktop
computing was just making its way into camp offices. I had
written some databases for keeping track of mailing lists and
volunteer profiles in previous positions, and I had even created
some fairly complex BASIC computer language programs, so I set
out to convert a pile of paper forms laying on my desk into a
system for managing the details of a camping operation.
TrailHead Books™ grew out of that environment, motivated by a
desire to give camp staff timely information to make good
decisions, and thus provide great hospitality to camp users.
Hospitality, like so many things, is truly in the details. The features
of TrailHead Books™ maximize the capacity of a camp staff to
record, communicate, and attend to the details that make for
(yeah, I know you see it coming) — happy campers. But really,
that’s what we’re about, Right?
With the advent of FileMaker 7 the integration of a variety of
databases became possible in new ways. What had developed as
nine distinct databases with some interactivity is now three
closely matched databases with the capability to be navigated
from one starting point.
Being a leader should be more joy than chore, I trust we can work
together to make your customized version of TrailHead Books™
maximize the joy of your work.

Art Allen
President of Twin Pines Enterprises, LLC
and Creator of TrailHead Books™
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FileMaker Basics
Speaking the “FileMaker”
dialect of “Database”

The Four Modes of FileMaker

Database
A collection of information.

Database system or solution
A collection of information along with a
structure of procedures, relationships, and
templates to work with the information to
achieve desires results like entering,
searching, sorting, and reporting.

Record
One set of entered data describing one
occurrence in a population.

Field
One detail in a record.

Table
The structure of one set of fields that will
contain information about one type of
population.

File
Information and structure for a particular
solution. A file may contain multiple
tables. A database system may contain
multiple files.

Layout Templates
Layouts create windows into a database.
These templates can contain fields, graphics, and navigation aids.

Script automation
In drama a script guides the actors. In
FileMaker a script is a captured, repeatable set of actions (find by a set criteria,
then sort a certain way, then print using a
particular template layout, etc.).

Navigating FileMaker
The FileMaker Screen
Status pane
Content pane
Scroll bars
Mode pop-up
Status toggle
Zoom controls

Browse (pencil)

Layout (T-square)

Enter or Look at information.
Use the Book or Slider to
move from Record to
Record

Make your own entry or report layout.
Or duplicate and revise an existing one.
Use Book, Slider, or pop-up to move
among layouts

Find (mag glass)

Preview (paper)

Search for information.
Enter even partial data in
any available field.
“Record:” box will show
how many matches.

See what your report will look like before
you print it.
Use the Book or Slider to move beyond
page 1 & back.
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Keyboard shortcuts

Find Symbols

Menus show keyboard shortcuts for their
commands.

Type or use pop-up menu in the Status
pane while in Find mode.
“<” Less Than Finds records where the
data in the field you are typing in contains data less than what you type.
“<=” Less Than or Equal Finds both
all records that are equal to what you
type and those that are less than.
“>” Greater Than Finds records where
the data in the field you are typing in
contains data greater than what you
type.
“>=” Greater Than or Equal Finds
both all records that are equal to what
you type and those that are greater
than.
“=” Exact Match The same as putting
quotes around a one word entry. If you
type without quotes the word “Art” in
the FirstName field you will isolate
“Art” “Bart” “Arthur” “Arturo”, but if
you add “=” it will only find “Art.” Type
by itself to find records where the
selected field is blank.
“...” Range Type the smallest data
occurrence, then “...” then the largest
occurrence desired. The isolated found
set will include the smallest and largest
and everything in between.
“!” Duplicates Type by itself in a field
to find all duplicate occurrences.
“//” Today’s Date
“?” Invalid Date or Time Type by
itself for discovery.
“@” One Character Wildcard
Substitute anything for this one character position in a string of characters.
Works only in text fields.
“p@t” finds “pat” “pet” “pit” “pot”
“put”
“#” One Digit Wildcard Substitute a
numeral for this one character position.
Works only in number fields.
“*” Zero or More Characters
Wildcard Works only in text fields.
“p*t” finds not only the simple matches
of the “@” wildcard but any word that
begins with “p” and ends with “t” like:
“part” “port” “pact” “pelt” “project”
“pleasant” “participant” “president” It
is often useful at the beginning or end.
“I know they were from a town that
begins with ‘O’” “O*” finds “Osceola”
“Ottumwa” “Oskaloosa” “Oelwein”
“Ozawkie”
“” Literal Text Similar to “=” but can
be used for multiple word entries.

Working with Data
Entering
Keyboar d
Type in a box

One field at a time
Tab from field to field
Pop-up List (suggested) or Pop-up Menu
(can select only what appears)
Check box (multiple-choice: none to all)
Radio button (can choose only one)
Cut & paste

Import
FileMaker will import data from formatted
text files, remote databases, XML–based
data sources, photos direct from digital
sources, Excel spreadsheets.
There are robust tools for aligning data to
go into the correct table and fields.

Searching
Entering Find Mode opens up the capacity
to isolate Found Sets of data for actions
such as sorting and reporting.
Unless a programmer has turned off the
capacity, any field can be used to type in
criteria for searching. So the first step in
performing a find is to go to a layout
where the appropriate fields appear.
Find
Performing a Find isolates a subset of
records based on your choices. It does not
delete records, it just temporarily hides
records that don’t meet your request.
You can see a summary of the find performance by checking the status pane. You
will find the total count of records, the
count of the Found Set and can use the
Flip Book and Slider to review the records
in the Found Set.
Type

Click to place blinking curser in the
desired field.
Type exactly what you want to isolate or a
portion of it. You can also include Find
Symbols, either selecting them from
the pop-up or typing them directly in
the field.
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“~” Relaxed Search Not for English.
Works only with fields that use a language such as Japanese where multiple characters might equally be used in
spelling a word.
“==” Field Content Match Finds
fields that contain exactly what you
type, no more, no less.)
AND Finds Make entries in multiple
fields at the same time. Both conditions
must agree to be included in the isolated
found set.
OR Finds Make entries in one or more
fields, then select menu “Requests>Add
New Request,” then make additional
entries. This can be done multiple times
before activating the Find.

will ask how many consecutive records to
omit beginning with the current record.
Show Omitted Only Switch the
Found Set with the Omitted Set. Do a Find
of the records you don’t want to consider,
then select menu “Records>Show Omitted
Only” to hide those in the Found Set and
make the new Found Set be those previously hidden. Believe me, there actually
may come a time when you realize this
will be the quickest way to achieve what
you desire.

Sorting
Choose menu “Records>Sort Records...”

Constrain Found Set After completing a Find, enter Find Mode again, type in
a new criteria, then select menu
“Requests>Constrain Found Set.” The
Found Set will be narrowed by the new
request.
Extend Found Set After completing a
Find, enter Find Mode again, type in a new
criteria, then select menu
“Requests>Extend Found Set.” The Found
Set will be increased by records matching
the new request.
Ditto shortcut Want to print a report
that includes just the record you are now
viewing? First make sure you have clicked
in some field of the record. Then place the
curser in a field that includes data unique
to this record such as an ID number. Enter
Find Mode. Place the curser in the data
field containing the unique data and select
menu “Insert>From Last Visited Record” or
use the ditto keyboard shortcut listed at
that menu location.
Find ALL Select menu “Records>Show
All Records” or use the keyboard shortcut
shown there.

Omit
The records NOT shown in a Found Set
have been omitted. They are still there, but
not visible. Often a Find may not completely isolate just the records you want.
You can continue to omit records using
Omit commands. Remember, you are not
deleting the records, only hiding them.
Omit Record Select menu
“Records>Omit Record” to omit only the
current record.
Omit Multiple Select menu
“Records>Omit Multiple...”. A dialog box

In the dialog that appears select the
desired pop-up above the left column,
then select the data field below it, choose
a sort order radio button and click the
“>>Move>>” button.
Multi-level sorts are easily set up by moving multiple fields. The sort will start with
the first selection, then within each increment it will subsort the next, etc.

Reporting
Any layout can be printed although most
reports of a database solution are driven
by scripts which are frequently activated
by buttons.
Typically you will want to isolate a Found
Set before implementing a report.
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FileMaker 8 Specs
Capacity

Further Reading
Help Topics included with the program.

Worried that you might exceed the capacity of TrailHead Books™? Because it is built
using FileMaker, here’s just a few limits:
Maximum records per file (theoretical
limit), 64 quadrillion over the lifetime of
the file; Maximum data in a text field, 2
gigabytes; Number of characters in a number field, 800 (400 on each side of the decimal); Maximum file size, 8 terabytes
(that’s 8,000+ gigabytes).

Learn FileMaker Pro 7 by Jonathan
Stars and Janice Child with Nonie
Bernard. 2004. 515 pp. Wordware
Publishing, Inc., 2320 Los Rios Boulevard,
Plano, Texas 75074 Companion files at

So for a few years I think it is safe to say
that you will run out of RAM or hard drive
space before you outgrow the database
structure itself. If you start storing large
video clips you could reach those capacities.

FileMaker Pro 8, The Missing
Manual by Geoff Coffey and Susan
Prosser. 2005. 736 pp. Pogue Press,
O’Reilly Media, Inc., 1005 Gravenstein
Highway North, Sebastopol, CA 95472

Minimum Computer requirements*
*go to www.FileMaker.com to check latest
info

Windows
Pentium III 500 MHz, 256MB RAM, CD or
DVD drive; SVGA (800x600) video adapter
and display; Windows 2000 (Service Pack
4); Windows XP (Service Pack 2)

Mac OS X
G3, G4, or G5; 256MB RAM; CD or DVD
drive; Mac OS X 10.3.9, 10.4

www.wordware.com/files/fmpro7
ISBN: 1-55622-098-7

Each chapter has its own glossary, exercises and review questions at the end.

www.missingmanuals.com
ISBN: 0-596-00579-2
Special Edition Using FileMaker 7
by Steve Lane, Bob Bowers, Scott Love,
Chris Moyer. 2005. 1082 pp. + CD. Que
Publishing, 800 East 96th Street,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46240
www.quepublishing.com
ISBN: 0-7897-3028-6

Make sure you have a strong enough table
or desk to hold this one.
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Install TrailHead Books™

Navigation

Drag the TrailHead Books folder into “My
Documents” or some other place of your
choosing. Rename the folder for your site.
Also use the “Fonts” control panel to
install the “CharterA” font found in “4c
Fonts” folder.

Use the icon button to move between
databases.

TrailHead Book™
home navigation
page.

System Defaults
Open TrailHead Books folder
Open “5 Project Builds”
Rename “THB_ ... with your site initials
and current date.
Open “THB_(latest)”
Open “TrailHeadBooks.fp7”
Click on “System Defaults” button
This file will save lots of time over the
long haul. You type or import a graphic
here and it is available across the system.
If down the road you want to change your
letterhead or logo you make one change
here and it’s everywhere.

GORP home
navigation
page

ACORN home
navigation page

Type in data.
NOTE: “zk_Site_Name” must be entered EXACTLY the
same in each of your databases in order for the
defaults to carry over to other files.
If you want to use these defaults in other files you create or convert, add a field named “zf_Site_Name” to
those tables and set a relationship link between it and the
THB Defaults “zk_Site_Name” field.
Using “z” at the beginning of a field name makes it
easily sort to the bottom of a list of fields so is reserved
for ease of use by the database developer. “zk_” is a
developer key field. “zf_” is as developer foreign key
field (the key links to a field in another file). Read more
about naming conventions on pages 9-11 in the
“FileMaker Standards” pdf document included in the “6b
Developer Docs +” folder.
NOTE: If you have other staff or logos that you want to
be consistent in all databases add fields for them in
the System Defaults table.

Import graphics
The size of graphics are listed on the defaults page.
Email me an original and I’ll help get it to the right size.

Set Screen Size
Because not everyone uses the same screen size adjust
the Width and Height settings to your desire. All related
databases will adjust the next time you open them.

SWAMP home
navigation
page

You will also find other common navigation buttons like:

Print a particular report

Go to Print Reports layout where
one can select from a variety of
reports to publish.
Several sections also use a tab system to go from one
section to another.
NOTE: Buttons DO NOT work in Preview Mode and usually don’t even appear. If you can’t figure out where
you are switch to Browse mode and see if navigation
aids appear. Also read “FileMaker Basics” pp. 6ff.
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Customizing
Besides the System Defaults there will be other places you will want to
customize. Once you have converted your old files into FileMaker (see
notes below) you will be able to copy and paste layouts, scripts, field
definitions, etc. into the new versions of GORP, ACORN and SWAMP.
Note that if field names are not the same between old and new, layouts will be missing fields. So it is highly advised that you make field
names match the new ones. Print out a listing of field names to use as
a guide.
Some fields are easier to use when they use check boxes, radio buttons or pop-ups. These are all based on predefined lists that you can
customize for your operation. For example: The Plans section of
ACORN shows lodging names.
1. Switch to Layout mode.
2. Right click the field.
3. Select “Setup...” from the “Field/Control”
pop-up”
4. Scroll down the “Display values from: “
pop-up and select “Define Value Lists...”
5. Edit the list.
6. Click “OK” until you get back to your
main layout.

The process is similar for other lists.
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Multiple tables
Files can have multiple tables of fields in the same file. This really
cleans up the file structure and reduces file space. But it also makes
for a complicated internal structure.
Open the SWAMP “Define Database” panel and you will also note that
there are three definition tabs: “Tables,” “Fields,” and “Relationships.”
(And you thought the only relationships you had to keep track of were
family, employees, guests, and campers.)
You’ll notice this multi-table relationship dynamic as
you create or edit layouts, because you will sometimes not be able to find the field name you want to
include because you a looking at the wrong table. It
really adds a lot of horsepower and flexibility, but
does come with a dimension of complexity.
When you import make sure you are attempting to
import into the correct table.
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